1. Budget & Registration update

2. Armchair Travel on Mondays -
   - March 9 –
   - March 16 –

3. Electric Vehicle
   - Grant available

4. Unconscious Bias FY21
   - Are there other issues to revisit and talk about in our conscious bias series? Class, gender, race, politics, age, religion and empathy (responsibility for others) - the big areas...where we slow down and discuss in greater depth with our cohort groups
   - First session will be both groups combined
     - Paula would do a quick where we've been and where we’re going in the series;
     - Then the rest of the time would be used for Holiday’s presentation. What Paula liked about the holiday piece is that fall/winter has several key holidays to present and viewed through a cultural relevance lens.
   - Talking with White Children about Race
   - LGBT
   - Media (stereotypes and "isms")
   - Conclusion

5. Building our community connections
   - Create liaison positions, possibly in addition to Advisory Committee members –
     - Armchair Travel
     - Library
     - Private schools
     - Multigenerational programming

6. New business